CM900

See it. Scan it. Cut it. Create it.

ScanNCut Home & Hobby Cutting
Machine
Brother’s ScanNCut CM900 promises new
creative heights with over 1000 built-in designs,
wireless connectivity and a huge 12 x 24”
scanning and cutting area. That’s no wires, no
worries and no limits!

• 300 dpi built-in scanner
• 15 fonts and 1102 built-in designs including
140 quilt patterns
• SVG data readability - support of a universal
design file format
• PES and PHC readability - works
in total harmony with embroidery
machines
• PLUS it’s wireless ready!

300 dpi built-in
scanner

Scan virtually
anything – a
handmade drawing,
a magazine
clipping, cherished
photos and more
– create endless cut
designs and save to
the machine’s memory.

Bright, large color
LCD touch screen
display

The extra large non glare
touch screen display (30%
larger than before) makes
it easier than ever to edit,
zoom and customise
designs.

SVG Data
readability

No more
converting SVG
files before
cutting them out.
SVG
The CM900 will
read SVG cutting
files directly, there
is no need to convert
them into FCM format first.

WLAN connection

Wireless connection allows you to send
designs directly to and from your free online
ScanNCutCanvas account.
No need for cables or USB memory sticks.

15 fonts and 1102 built-in designs,
including 140 quilt patterns
Choose from basic shapes, intricate
designs, borders, quilt patterns, fonts and
more. Simply select a design, and then see it
on your choice of material.

Extra large 24” scanning area*

The new 12” x 24” (305 x 610 mm) scanning
area is ideal for large wall art designs, 18” Doll
patterns, large quilt designs and much more.

Direct cut

Scan your material,
create the outline
cuts and select your
design straight from
the surface to cut out.
Remove the hassle of
hand-cutting designs
from your favourite
papers and fabrics.

ScanNCutCanvas
Fabric cut

Easily cut precise fabric shapes.
By pairing the erasable draw
function with cutting, you can
draw your seam allowance and
get precise sewing guidelines.

Scan-to-cut-data

Scan in your design and save it as
a cut or draw file. ScanNCut will
automatically create cut lines.

For more information, see your dealer or visit www.brother.ae, or

A free cloud based web application that allows you to
create and store your own designs on your computer
or tablet.
Designs can be transferred to the ScanNCut via USB
memory stick, by direct USB or WLAN connection.
ScanNCutCanvas also includes free projects to inspire
your creativity.
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